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We activate brands.
Total Brand Activation

We transform brands.

Pico is a global leader
in Total Brand
Activation.
We specialise in engaging people, creating experiences
and activating brands. Innovative, insightful and
inspired, Pico brings brands to life and creates
experiences through Total Brand Activation.

Total Brand Activation

We are
Pico
Some

2,400

As rapid changes in the world are
reshaping the way that we live and
work, it is essential for brands to

talented people
worldwide

develop an eﬀective and integrated
marketing strategy that activates the
brand promise across all platforms

Global Presence in

and channels.

34

Over our 50+ years the Pico Group has

major cities

mastered brand activation, crafting
immersive experiences that deliver

One

unforgettable and highly eﬀective
engagements to target audiences
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03 Digital Enablement
The Pico Group’s digital teams use cutting edge

We empower brands.

technologies to craft engaging and eﬀective digital
interactions that deliver both insight and delight.

02 Brand Engagement
The Pico Group’s communication experts execute
campaign solutions that tell compelling and lasting
brand stories to build preference and loyalty.

01 Experience Design
The Pico Group’s talented experience design teams
transform ideas into immersive brand experiences
that produce extraordinary results.

We translate your brand into amazing
experiences, crafted specifically to
activate your audiences.

Total
Brand
Activation
BRAND IMPACT
Total Brand Activation

Event Marketing Awards 2020 (Hong Kong)
Mercedes-Benz BAM Festival 2019 | Pico Hong Kong
Best Launch | Gold
Best Business Solution | Bronze

We are half a century of
growth and success.

Marketing Magazine – Agency of the Year Awards 2019 (Hong Kong)
Event Agency of the Year | Gold
Event Agency of the Year | Local Hero Award

Marketing Magazine - Marketing Event Awards 2019 (Singapore)
Event Agency of the Year

Special Event Magazine
Annual List of 50 Top Event Companies 2019 (U.S.)

InnoESG Prize 2019 (Hong Kong)

Event Marketing Awards 2018 (U.S.)
Alibaba | TBA Creative Network
Best Trade Show/Exhibition | Bronze

50 years
of experience

Some

2,400
talented people worldwide

Global Presence
in

34

major cities

Production Facilities
about

100,000 sq. m

Revenue

US$640 million

(As at 31 October 2019)

Market Capitalisation

US$422 million

(As at 31 October 2019)

Pico Far East Holdings Limited

Pico (Thailand) Public Company Limited

HKEX Stock Code

Thailand MAI Stock Code

752

PICO

Total Brand Activation

“Our mission is to deliver innovative and eﬀective solutions for our
clients which transform perceptions. We do this in service of our
vision: to be a global leader in total brand activation, specialising
in engaging people, creating experiences and activating brands.”
- Lawrence Chia, Chairman of Pico Far East Holdings Limited

Pico was founded in

Incorporated in Singapore as

Expanded into China, Asia,

Expanded into Vietnam

Solidified our global reputation by delivering

Pico+ was born, introducing our wider

Singapore in 1969 as

a private limited company

Europe and North America.

and the Middle East.

major sports venue overlay projects at the

capabilities: brand strategy,

Pico Art studio.

providing exhibition stand

Diversified into image-building

Listed on the Hong Kong Stock

Olympics and other sports mega-events,

digital and social, PR, experiential

businesses like interior fit-out and

Exchange under the name

and at top-tier world economic events.

marketing and interactive technology.

event management.

Pico Far East Holdings Limited

building work.

Delivered pavilions at our first

Pico X drives innovation
by implementing data
platforms into our work.

(SEHK: 752) since 1992.

World Expo : Expo 1986
in Vancouver.

1960s

1970s

1980s

1990s

2000s

2011

NOW

Commercial
Art Studio

Exhibition
Stand-Builder

Image-Builder

Event
Marketing
Company

Experiential
Marketing
Company

Introducing
Pico+

Pico Driving Change
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We amplify brands.
Total Brand Activation

HP wanted to reimagine their activations at Coachella and Panorama
festivals and create a revolutionary new concept that would engage and
excite millennials. The idea needed to balance a sustainability message
with digital art whilst making HP products the stars of the show.

HP Festivalisation

Coachella and
Panorama
Music Festivals

Insight
Infinity Marketing Team, a Pico Group
company, determined that millennials were
focused on sustainability but also want to be
hands-on creators.

Solution
Our ‘Digital Eden’ concept blended digital artistry with sustainability and technology. Delivered throughout
four areas, these activations were designed to immerse attendees in the beauty and power of HP technology.
At the HP Lounge attendees were cocooned by giant LED flowers and hanging plants whose colours and
movement they could control. A light painting experience transformed visitor-created text or images into a
bespoke artwork. The eco-friendly ‘hydration art’ station saw visitors design their own graphics that were
then printed on water bottles.
The Lab had seven interactive installations featuring HP technology and one-of-a-kind art installations.
Next was The Antarctic, a 360-degree immersive theatre experience where guests were immersed in digital
visuals set to a score by Odesza, the headline act at Coachella. Finally, The Drone Experience saw 420
HP-powered Intel drones take to the skies as part of a six-minute aerial light show – the first-ever live drone
light show at Coachella.

Results

amplify

•

54% of attendees hosted (goal: 40%)

•

57,628 demos (goal: 40,000)

•

11.6+ million engagements (goal: 4 million)

•

2018 Ex Awards: Gold in the Best Fair/Festival Activation

•

PRO Awards 2019: Gold in the Best Campaign Targeting Millennials;
Bronze in the Best Entertainment Sponsorship or Tie-In
Total Brand Activation

TRANSPORTA
Nothing is as it first seems in TRANSPORTA, and the usual
laws of cause-and-eﬀect may or may not apply. For those
who take this special installation’s Pico-activated journey,
it is a truly mind-expanding experience.

ignite

Insight

Solution

Results

An immersed audience is not just surrounded by an
experience; it is involved. Given this, the installation
should be conceptually 'edutainment', integrating
interactive technologies with a creative multimedia
storyline to take visitors on a journey of unexpected
experiences. Their ultimate reward would be new
knowledge, new perspectives, and a desire to discover
more through discussion and investigation.

The physical installation evolved around the design of a ‘journey', with visitors travelling via ‘portals’ from one experience to
the next. Progress from world to world and discovery to discovery was unconventional, with actions such as touching, pushing,
swinging, waving and walking being answered by lights, sounds, projections and other forms of sensory information.

•

More than 13,000 people passed through TRANSPORTA
in January-February 2019. The installation received
coverage from TheSmartLocal, T Magazine, Nylon
Singapore and Time Out Singapore.

•

A' Design Award & Competition 2018-2019: Bronze A' Design
Award in the Event and Happening Design Award category

•

SG Mark 2020: Winner in the Experience Design category

The team dove deep into science to ensure the installation’s accuracy with contents that included quantum physics and the
expansion of the universe. Highlights included a vending machine which led the way to the 'Quirky World of Quarks', an
immersive environment where visitors played with interactive ‘quark’ shapes that intensified in colour and reacted through
surround sound.

Total Brand Activation

We translate brands.
Total Brand Activation

The New Lexus ES
Launch

Pico was briefed to launch
the new Lexus ES as a key
model in the brand’s growth
plans and its competitive
presence in an expanding
market segment.

Results

curate

•
•
•

Insight

Solution

While brand, price and quality are still important,
experience has become elevated in the decision-making
process for Chinese consumers.

Supported by in-depth research into the Lexus ES concept, including the concept of ‘YET philosophy’ and
the ‘Spirit of Takumi’ infused in the design of its cars, Pico’s strategy focused on creating aﬀinity with the
audience by integrating the new ES into a key lifestyle trend – ‘living refined’.

Total social reach: 108,856,869
Total engagement: 597,188
The brand achieved + 26.3% year-on-year sales growth,
with the ES being the brand’s best-selling model in
China during 2018

Pico developed a series of immersive environments in which guests experienced every facet of ‘the art of YET
philosophy’ while demonstrating that the Chinese are refined global consumers. Combined with the use of
KOLs and social media, Pico triggered a ripple eﬀect that communicated to a new generation what the lifestyle
of a Lexus ES owner could be like.

Total Brand Activation

vivo

2018 FIFA World Cup Russia
Insight

Solution

The booth needed to both catch the attention
of tens of thousands of visitors and give a lasting
impression of vivo values. It had to include a
100 sq. m. floor area, and be able to shrug oﬀ
volatile Russian weather for one month.

What emerged from the design process was unique: a gleaming white, blue-trimmed
triangular-shaped booth with a ‘V’ theme that instantly imprinted the vivo name on
the crowds.
Those who wandered closer could interact with LED touchscreens on the booth’s corner
pillars to use functions like instant photo-printing. The more curious could enter the booth
and continue their vivo journey via a branding wall and a product experience area with a full
range of sample phones.

Results

deliver

•

The project succeeded in growing the vivo brand in
international markets and in China.

•

In China, post World Cup, 20.6 million units of sales volume
was recorded in Q3 2018, a significant achievement in terms
of sales volume and market share.

•

79% of respondents indicated ‘increased aﬀection’.

Football fans at the 2018 FIFA World Cup Russia would have their first encounter with vivo, the tournament's
oﬀicial smartphone brand. vivo uses sporting event partnerships to build a brand profile outside their home
market in China – but the World Cup would truly catapult them to a global stage. The physical centrepiece
was a booth located at Luzhniki Stadium in Moscow.
Total Brand Activation

We enable brands.
Total Brand Activation

PetExpo Singapore 2019
Insight

challenge

Visitor engagement could be enhanced by introducing
technology oﬀering a unique navigational experience
and an element of gamification.

Solution
Pico’s Booth Information Management system (xBIM)
combined indoor fixed-point navigation, exhibition data
visualisation and venue management solutions to create
a seamless visitor experience and provided additional
promotional opportunities for exhibitors. With the use
of xBIM, visitors could identify the exhibitors they wish
to meet, plan the best route to reach them and export a
personalised map to their devices.
Pico also designed and deployed an interactive vending
machine which incentivised participants and enhanced
the visitor journey. Visitors were rewarded with a gift
after completing the online survey on the machine, about
their pet and its food preferences.

Results

PetExpo Singapore 2019 featured a cornucopia of delights for pet owners and animal lovers of all kinds.
As the event organiser, MP Singapore, a Pico Group company, planned, designed, managed and executed
every aspect of this well-established show.

•

Record setting turnout of over 31,000
public visitors

•
•
•
•

Over 8,800 pets
102 exhibiting companies and groups
Over 240 brands
Over 95% of visitors rated the show
'excellent’ or ‘good'

•

Over 3,000 qualified sales leads collected
from the interactive vending machine

Total Brand Activation

captivate

Chinese technology giant Huawei’s HONOR brand aims to engage young
talented design-conscious and tech-savvy people seeking an aﬀordable phone.
The phones feature Themes, an app that oﬀers a stunning gallery of art and
design, and allows users to create colourful personalised backgrounds for their
devices. As part of the Spanish campaign for the HONOR 8X phone and Themes
app, Pico was asked to develop an interactive event for art students.

Huawei

HONOR 8X
Poster Exhibition

Insight
When students are given the right tools, they can
let their creativity flow. The HONOR 8X provides
the right tools.

Solution
The TAI University of the Arts in Madrid was selected as the location for this one-oﬀ event, which saw students create
designs for an HONOR 8X global poster design contest making waves around the world. Attending the event were the
CMO of Huawei Technologies for Western Europe and influencer María Cabañas, who shared her thoughts on letting
her 'creative monster run wild'.
Students were greeted with gift bags, then had a tour of the exhibition before being challenged to go beyond their
limits by conjuring up live art creations and photo opportunities. Student artworks created ‘in the moment’ could be
instantly added to the exhibition.
A GIF photo booth let guests capture themselves as though they were in the frame of an HONOR phone, with the
images automatically added to a digital screen which itself became a work of mosaic art. The evening culminated
with a presentation of awards to students for the top three most-downloaded themes on the Themes app.

Results
The event was a resounding success with over 100 visitors, 200+ pieces of content created,
and a promise of more events to come with this important client.
Courtesy of hihonor.com
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For most brands who want to tap into the gaming market, catching the
attention of the thousands of digital entertainment consumers at ChinaJoy
– the China Digital Entertainment Expo and Conference – is a crucial necessity.
Pico was tasked with creating a massive booth for JD at ChinaJoy 2019. The
booth aimed to activate the brand's presence in the e-sports sector, and
influence consumer behaviour to consider JD as the preferred platform for
computers and digital devices.
Insight
The booth aimed to highlight the brand’s growing and diverse e-sports ecosystem and its mission to provide
quality products and excellent content and service. Pico’s approach was player-oriented, aiming to give booth
visitors direct experience of the client’s oﬀerings.

Solution
The booth’s design and interactive activities were all geared to supporting JD’s core objective and empowering
their marketing strategy. Themed as ‘a limitless gaming experience’, the installation evolved into a striking
presence with dramatic lighting, geometric patterns and forms lending a blazing dynamism to its corporate
red colour scheme.

accelerate

Excitement marked the booth’s opening with a ‘live battle’ between well-known e-gaming hosts. Within the
booth’s confines, visitors were mesmerised by an array of interactive games including VR rhythm lightsaber,
reaction time, sandbag-throwing and puzzle-solving activities with a variety of prizes.
These challenges and the booth’s VR elements proved especially eﬀective in both boosting visitor participation
and underlining the client’s attractive products. Visitor numbers were boosted further by a stamp-collecting
challenge: visitors to the booth and those of several JD partner brands were rewarded with a stamp at each
location, and those who completed the full tour were entered into a lucky draw.

JD

ChinaJoy 2019
Results
•

The booth at ChinaJoy 2019 succeeded in taking JD’s winning streak to a new level among
e-gaming consumers.

•

300,000 visitors in four days

•

The brand’s WeChat account gained nearly 10,000 new followers during the exhibition
.
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We activate brands.
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We are Pico.
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activate@pico.com
www.pico.com
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